
We take great pride in providing you with the best cabin 
and best service. Please read through the following tips 
so that you get the best from your cabin and maintain a 
healthier, warmer space to enjoy. 

Cabin Care Tips

Love our Cabins

Any questions? Visit mizin.nz or call 0800 46 49 46.

1     Stay warmer Ventilate your MIZIN cabin on a regular basis by opening the ranchslider 
and window at the same time to create a cross breeze. By doing this, any damp air and 
condensation inside the cabin (often created by breathing) goes outside and the air inside 
will now not be stale or damp. Then close up the cabin again, and if a cold day re-heat the 
cabin. With the cabin now dry it will take no time at all for the cabin to be warm and dry 
again as it is very highly insulated.

2     Stay healthier If you have furniture against the cabin walls, regularly pull it out from the 
wall to allow the air to circulate around it. This prevents any mould spores from growing. 
By regularly airing and then heating your cabin as detailed above, your cabin will continue 
to provide you with a healthy and safe environment for your enjoyment.

       This is important if you have a bed tight up against the wall as by airing the cabin and 
your bed no damp mould spores will generate in your cabin.

3     Stay fresher To keep your cabin fresh and as new, regularly carry out some basic 
housekeeping e.g. vacuum the carpet, dust and clean the windows. Ensure any fly dirt on 
ceiling, walls or light fittings is cleaned off regularly via a wash cloth with hot water and/or 
detergent. If any dampness/condensation is seen on the aluminium window or ranchslider 
mop up with a rag immediately (do not leave it) to ensure your cabin is completely dry and 
mould free. This will also prevent any dampness building up in the curtains and it will keep 
them dry.

       Washdown the outside of your cabin using a house detergent and a broom and rinse off 
with hose to keep it looking smart and as clean as it was when we delivered it to you.

4     Stay safer By regularly caring for your quality MIZIN cabin constructed with high quality 
new materials and solidly grounded to your site, you will feel safer and secure.

5     Get value for money With a MIZIN cabin you have been supplied with one of highest 
quality hire cabins available in New Zealand and by following these care tips you will gain 
the best value from your cabin

WORK IN. REST IN. PLAY IN.

MIZIN - Futura Book

Pantone 368 Pantone 2748 Cool Grey 6 Black
Tagline - ITC Franklin Gothic Book
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